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                    COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT UPDATE 
                                 # 34 
                             31 May 1994 
 
 
Contents 1. ARL comparable institutions. 2. Faculty publications 
(attached) 
 
1. Although most ARL institutions are considerably larger, or have 
considerably more wealth than URI, some comparisons of their libraries 
can legitimately be made. 
 
I have selected the following ARL institutions for comparison purposes 
based on the following criteria: 
 
1). Faculty between 550 and 800 
 
OR 
 
2) Total FTE students (including Grad) between 10,000 and 14,000. 
 
Institution     Faculty     Students    Prof. Lib.   Support Staff 
Alabama          788        16112        63           73 
Cal.Riverside    584         6921        40           88 
Delaware         960        13893        51          113 
Ga.Tech.         622        11397        44           52 
Guelph           680        11056        27          119 
Oregon           688        13683        51           92 
SUNY Albany      646        12685        49           86 
URI              657        10375        20           48 
 
Institution     Monog. Purch.  Total Serials  ILL Loan  ILL Borrow 
Alabama          22705          16164          4489      8491 
Cal.Riverside    39730          13621         11983     13378 
Delaware         31012          20941         11624      5891 
Ga.Tech           4158          11381         11195      3537 
Guelph           18842          12945          2364      4006 
Oregon           33358          17914         18694      8888 
SUNY Albany      17400          16039         22994     10514 
URI              12516           9759          8677      6306 
 
Institition     $ Monographs  $ Serials   $ Total Library Budget 
Alabama          844146       2318715       7937217 
Cal. Riverside   954332       1528811       7493525 
Delaware        1911798       2185548       9716097 
Ga.Tech          428378       1707521       5327085 
Guelph           987394       1526364       7201213 
Oregon          1191958       2616853      10233298 
SUNY Albany      682574       1921207       7641624 
URI              421694       1456782       4705571 
 
see next page for faculty publication data (provided by M. Keefe) 
